
       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

          Happy Hour Hero holds firmly while the competition wobbles on the rounded arm!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

The competition does sit flat on this arm.  Although tucked into the cushion, it is still not sturdy. 
Despite earning a check mark, the competition couldn't match the performance of Happy Hour Hero!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

While the competition sits flat, the narrower arm width makes it quite unstable.  The 
silicone material doesn't grip the plastic wood very well.  This thin vertical profile makes 
it more challenging for Happy Hour Hero, but it is still able to achieve a pretty snug fit!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

The competition has no chance with this 2.5" wide metal lounge chair arm.  With the 
rounded arm front it is forced to sit so far back that it would not be useful. While this 
width is at the low end of  Happy Hour Hero's range, a secure fit is still achieved!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

The competition's home field, indoors on a couch.  Earning the check mark, the competition 
perform admirably but is still no match for the security and stability of Happy Hour Hero!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

This narrow and varying width arm makes makes the competition very 
unstable.  Happy Hour Hero was able to achieve a secure and solid fit on this 
irregular arm!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

While the competition sits flat, the narrower arm width makes it very unstable.   
Happy Hour Hero has no problem achieving a secure and stable fit!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

The competition earned a check mark here.  The wider arm plus tucking the flap into the 
cushion provided a decent result.  Although, this did result in the inside pocket becoming 
unusable.  Happy Hour Hero worked exceptionally well and looked good doing it!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

This narrow arm width makes the competition very unstable.  Even with the flap 
tucked into cushion, the competition fails.  This 2.5 inch arm is at the small end of  
Happy Hour Hero's range, but it has no problem achieving a secure and stable fit!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

This narrow and varying width arm makes makes the competition very 
unstable.  Even with the flap tucked into cushion, the competition fails.  Happy 
Hour Hero was able to achieve a pretty solid fit on this irregular arm!

vs



       Happy Hour Hero
              est. MSRP 
        $39.99 - $49.99

         Amazon's Choice 
                 4.5 Stars
  $34.99 (List Price $46.99)

This narrow arm width makes the competition very unstable.  This narrow arm is 
at the small end of  Happy Hour Hero's range, but it has no problem achieving a 
secure and stable fit!

vs
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